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7 ways to literally transform your training 
overnight, become a better coach and 
make a bigger impact

instant
impact



Learn how to create better fitness programs

About Brendan

This series of tips takes you through critical areas to get better results in your programs both 
doing them yourself either in your own training, or as a coach/trainer working with others.

Get better results for your clients from just a few quick small tweak your programs.

Brendan is a performance enhancement specialist and strength and conditioning coach who 
has worked with a wide variety of athletic populations including professional athletes, olympians, 
aspiring athletes and everything in between!

He He is the founder and managing director for Strength and Conditioning Education, the UK’s #1 
provider of education, resources and mentoring for strength and conditioning professionals. Out-
side of his education role Brendan is a sought after consultant, coach educator, and speaker. He 
works with a number of governing bodies and performance athletes including golfers, champion 
mixed martial artists, cyclists, snowboarders, and many others.

Previous to his current role he has worked for Leeds Beckett University, Huddersfield Giants 
Rugby League, British Tennis, the English Institute of Sport, Durham University and many other 
organisations and teams as a coach, coach educator and consultant. 

A regular featured expert in Men’s Health, TRAIN, GQ and many other publications as well as a 
best selling fitness author Brendan has written extensively on the subjects of athletic develop-
ment, strength and power, and fitness business development. He writes a blog on all things co-
aching and conditioning at http://www.brendanchaplin.co.uk. 

As the founder of Strength and Conditioning Education Brendan designs qualifications and cour-
ses for fitness professionals which are recognised by number of governing bodies and institu-
tions as the standard in coaching and technical knowledge. You can check out Brendans videos, 
books and products at http://strengthandconditioningmentorship.com
Academically he has masters degree in Strength and Conditioning, and is accredited through 
the UKSCA and the NSCA. 

Brendan is a keen martial artist, training in many different arts including boxing, wrestling, brazi-
lian jiu jitsu, judo and thai boxing and is a qualified boxing, wrestling and grappling coach. 
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Our first focus needs to be clearly defining the purpose of your program.

What is this program trying to acheive for you, or your athletes?  What is the desired outcome?

Randomly doing stuff is not sensible, its key that sessions actually have a purpose. 

Once you have clear goals or outcomes to work towards, you need to sit down and get them 
critiqued, to ensure that everything deserves a place and is taking ou or your clients towards 
those goals.

Is Is this program really going to achieve that? It has to be just more than a cool looking program 
on a piece of paper!

It's about thinking who is doing this program, because I can write the best program in the world 
for strength right now but if he or she doesn't buy into it doesn't do it and doesn’t need it right 
now, then it it's the worst program in the World.

Truth is, there is the most appropriate program - there is no perfect; there is the most appro-
priate program for that athlete right now.

You’ve got to put your program through the ringer to say is this gonna work for this athlete and 
is it achieving the goals that they want to achieve to take them forward.

So lesson No. 1 is clearly defining the purpose of your program and putting it through the ringer.

Define the Purpose
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Intent
Another way to get more out of your training right now is to ensure that you are training with intent.

I want to ask YOU, Are you training with intent in your programs or as a coach,/trainer?

Are you creating the intent from your athletes and clients so are they going through your pro-
grams with enough intent in every single session?

If you can engage those athletes and those clients to really put one hundred percent into your 
sessions, it doesn't matter what program they are doing,  they will get better results instantly.

Here’s a three-step method on how to do this. 

I'm must credit my friend and colleague Nick Ward for this really cool model.

I call it the 3 E method.

I am going to ask you right now - Are your programs EXCITING- are they exciting to you or your 
athletes? Because if they are not, how can you ever get that intent and that purpose, that real 
drive and passion into your programs - You can’t! So step number one, are they
EXCITING?

SStep number two  - Are you as a coach really ENGAGING with your athletes?

Are you giving them the purpose? The session might look really exciting on paper, but why are 
we doing it,  what will the outcome be, why must they give it their all and finally the final E is are 
you now ENABLING your athletes, are you coaching them,  are you doing the right things as a 
coach,  saying the right things, sometimes saying nothing is better than saying something?

So there are the 3 E's:

Are you EXCITING people with your sessions?

AAre you then ENGAGING them and giving them the Why,  the purpose?

Are you then  ENABLING them with your coaching, your cues, your language, energy and intensi-
ty?

I think really any kind of struggles we are having as coaches can be traced back to a flaw in one 
of those three E’s it's so simple.
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We have talked about the purpose of your training, we've also covered the intent in training. Here 
I want to get into some nuts and bolts and actually talk about warm ups; an integral part of every 
single session.  How much effort and how much application goes into those warm ups?

if you do the math here, taking a 60-minute session we typically spend 10 minutes warming up 
during an average of three weekly sessions,  that’s thirty minutes a week that we are doing.
 
NowNow we take and convert it into weeks in to the weeks, that equates to over eight weeks of tra-
ining, right there, per year spent warming up!  If that doesn't convince you to get the most out of 
your warm ups, I don’t know what will!  Imagine an extra 8 weeks of more productive, targeted 
work!

Warm ups are not just getting warm,  they are actually priming the activities that follow.

If we are doing a power session I need to finish that warm up with something that is explosive.   If 
I do a strength session I need to groove the techniques and get to an intensity level that’s going 
to facilitate people lifting heavy on that next set.  

Here’s how I like to do mine.  Ive got 10 minutes and  I like to do three to five minutes of specific 
mobility that elevates in tempo.

We start off with some real basic stuff and then  after  three to five minutes we get into something 
that actually gets the heart rate  up, gets people moving and gets people thinking as well. 

YYou can put some funky exercises in there  for a 3- to 5-minute warm-up then we move from that 
specific mobility into actually thinking about what is in this next session, what are we going to  
prime you with now - the final five minutes if we are doing a power session we will be do some 
jumping, some hopping and some explosive body power work in the warm up.

So if you're not thinking about priming the main session with your 10-minute or 15 minute warm up 
then you’re  really missing out on a great opportunity to make an instant impact.

Creating more effective warm ups
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Variety
Next is the concept of variety.

A lot of the time we tend to prescribe things that WE like in our training, we like training squats so 
everyone gets squats, we like coaching overhead lifts or power cleans so everybody gets 
cleans, and that's not the right way to approach it. 

We’We’ve got to think about what does our athlete need and what they really enjoy and find that ba-
lance between the two variables.  Balancing the need to do with what they like to do, or what they 
enjoy to do.

Think about what the goal of our programs are as well because we're not here to create monster 
squatters that just squat for the sake of squatting, unless we are training power lifters, we are tra-
ining athletes, we are training the general public, they need skills to function in life or skills to func-
tion in sport.
 
We do that by having variety in our training programs. - one of my mentors, Vern Gambetta talks 
about this concept - we are trying to develop adaptable individuals not adapted individuals.

If all we ever do is squat, bench, Dead lift and row, then we are creating very adapted people.  
They are adapted to those four things,  but what we need are people who can solve problems 
and skills and we do that by giving them variety and not limiting them to the same set patterns.

AllAll of your exercises need to have progressions and regressions and challenges within them, so 
if its hopping over a hurdle and landing,  that's a challenge in itslef we're going to give them to 
solve. Once they have solved that, we are going to give them next problem which is maybe hop-
ping backwards or maybe hopping sideways - pushing their comfort zone a little and letting them 
learn.  Your creativity here is the only limitation. 

So, variety is key guys and in line with the less is more principal, what we will probably find is if we 
are stripping back some the work that we’re giving out here we might have a little bit more room 
to play with to introduce some different exercise and variety there and you can do it within the 
same session.

Introduce a little bit more variety whether in every session,  or occasionally.  Circumstance and 
the athletes level will typically dictate how you work it.

TThe key thing is here that you are thinking about Introducing more variety into your programs and 
that will have an instant impact.
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Very often as coaches we have these high expectations of our clients to be able to do crazy 
things in the gym really quickly. And not only that, but that’s the goal, we are subconciously wor-
king towards, as if that's a good thing. Quite often that's to satisfiy our own egos, often without 
even realising it.

We  develop these super athletes - well great if that's the case if you are working with these po-
pulations,  but for me the goal is actually to do the minimum amount possible and what we need 
to ask ourselves as coaches is how much do we need to do to create positive change.

An example for this is in strength training, working with our athlete or client working suing a three 
by five program and you’ve got some strength change and built some adaptations there and you 
have increased  your 1RM or 3RM or whatever you’re are testing,  but now progress is starting to 
plateau a little.

You go on to Mens Health or to another website and they tell you to use 6 sets of 5 on your squats, 
or your dead lifts, or your overhead presses. 
That means instantly that you are doubling your work, you are going from 3 by 5 to 6 by 5.

ItIt’s really easy to say yeah that's the solution, however let me tell you there is no perfect solution 
-  there is what's the most appropriate program for you or your athletes right now .
A better way to do that would be to go from 3 by 5 to 4 by 5, or to go by 4 by 5 to 4 by 3, so you 
go from 15 reps to 12 reps but they are at a higher intensity.

You take your time, make steady progress and give the athlete a chance to adapt and improve.

What this means is youve then not smashed your body to pieces purely because you've read 
men's health and they said you go to 5 by 5 or 6 by 5  to get super strong.

It'sIt's not the case, strength is not JUST about training with heavy things, it’s about training with heavy 
loads regularly and smartly at the right pace - that’s how you gradually make incremental gains in 
progress.

it's the same with every aspect of your program - the key question  we need to be asking is what 
does this person need right now to move just a little bit further on towards their performance 
goals?

VeryVery often it's not a big change, it’s a subtle change, it’s a subtle approach where we can manipu-
late little things because then we have a little bit more control over what's going on and we are 
saving things in our toolkit to give them when gains level off. 

Less Is more
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Work Capacity
The initial objective of my training programs is to improve work capacity through a number of 
means.

The reason I want to do this is not because I have some kind of crazy expectation that I want eve-
ryone to be able to produce vast amounts of workload!

Its that to get the most from your training,  we need to get the most from every single session and 
if your athlete or client generally isnt fit enough to get through sixty minutes of pretty solid work, 
then you’re never going to get the most from your training programs.

So the first phase of training for my programs is often (not always) about increasing the density in 
that 60 to 75 minute block of work that we're going to do.

So I might get athletes that can literally do 20 sets of sub maximal work over the course of the 
60-minute session and I want to increase that to 30 or 40 sets of sub maximal work. That’s a ge-
neral fitness improvement and what I found over the years is that improving work capacity in this 
way means that strength comes so much easier and so much quicker, so we can then utilise our 
strength sessions even more.

I get more bang for your buck and I'll be honest - the sessions with the athletes I currently work 
with tend to not be with purely strength based athletes, such as power lifters or weight lifters. I  
have worked with those populations in the past, but sports based athletes need a good work ca-
pacity for their sport.

In out density circuits we will often ultislise supersets and tri sets and complexes where you might 
do say , 3 or 4 exercises for a 10-minute block,  try to go as many times as you can through that, 
just to get more quality work done in the same or less time

There are lots of ways you can do it, but however its achieved, it will really help you to get results 
down the line.  You might need to accept from a strength perspective sometimes you might take 
a small backward step  in terms of the load you are the lifting right now to get a little bit more work 
in.  but I'll take that any day if I'm getting better quality output for 6 or 8  weeks down the line from 
my athletes because, we are trying to develop people that can produce this long-term,  develo-
ping invididuals to consistently perform at the highest levels.

Spend 4 weeks on developing a higher density type of session in your programs and you'll reap 
the rewards down the line when you can demand more from your sessions.
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I'm not sure why so many of us end up overcomplicating training programs; I think it's at least 
partly because we want to look intelligent and it's an ego boost for us.

What we need to do is simplify things.  It's not rocket science what we are doing here.

Here are a few things that we can do to instantly simplify things.

Number one is if you want to get strong you just have to  lift heavy regularly. 

You have got to do the minimum it takes to get stronger on a very regular basis and work with in-
tensity -  above 85 percent, relative to what you can do on a regular basis. 

Lift well with great technique,  do the minimum that it takes for you to get stronger.

Don't jump from three sets to six sets that's just too much of a jump in intensity and volume.

That’s real simple, pick stuff up that is heavy, put it down again, do it regularly, do is smartly, don't 
do too much, too soon! That's it!

Second thing,  flexibility and mobility.  What shapes do you need to make for your sport?

OOkay if you need to be able to get your foot above your head,  like a kick boxer or a gymnast then 
you need to work in those ranges.  If you don’t, if you are a rugby player for example,  the chances  
of you needing that are nearly zero.  Think about what shapes your sport makes and then stretch 
those shapes and give people a surplus of flexibility.

Whether working with an athlete or a general public client, its the same thing - for performance, 
or life - what qaulities do they require to do what they need to?

DoDo they have a manual job,  is it a desk job?  Are they looking to run a trialathon.? Do they want 
to be a a Brazilian jiu-jitsu specialist?  Very different flexibility requirements but the key thing to 
simplify it is what shapes do you need to make for your activity? 

The third thing is endurance requirements - my key message is here is train what you see.

InIn the sport,  if they are running long slow distance they might need to prepare like that, but most 
teams sports do not run in that way, so train what you see -  it doesn't matter if  there is some 
crazy journal or theres some guru out there telling you that they've got a run at  sixty-five percent 
heart rate for this many hours,  in a certain zone.  Let's keep it simple, train what you see at the 
speeds that you see a occuring and faster - that's what we call Game Speed preparration.
Replicate the game speed and work to rest intervals and you are going to do well.  Give them a 
little more than they need, so they have a surplus.  It really doesnt have to be overly complex.

Overcomplicating training programs
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Real world tips for better coaching
We've all been the situations where you see people running boot camps or they train on their own 
and they're just not doing the right things. They might have a great idea, the principles that they are 
following are fine but they are just not doing the right things in the training from a coaching per-
spective.

It's just simple interventions that can fix this, to get the productivity and the functional develop-
ment from that exercise or that training session or whatever it may be.

I would estimate with a good coach you could gain a minimum 10 to 20 percent more from your 
training maybe even more depending on how you respond to it.  That ten percent as a minimum 
extra in every single session is a different thing altogether; that's big cumulative gains down the 
line.

But what is good coaching and how can you implement that?

Here are a couple of things that the spring to mind for me personally, through my own develop-
ment and mistakes:

Number 1. is not about us as coaches it’s about the client, so whatever we do we have to under-
stand that each person in front of us is different and they respond like they have their own likes 
and dislikes, they have their own values and beliefs and everything in between, so our goal as co-
aches is really balancing what that client needs with what they enjoy or what they think that they 
should do.  We have to find somewhere in the middle and it’s that little bit in the middle I call the 
synergy.

Here you’ll have the buy in, you know you engaged and excited your client with the training with 
the exercise with what you are going to be doing and that's really cool and that is where it should 
be.

Just because we like squats, should then mean that everybody squats. That’s NOT synergy.

The 2nd thing is coaching is about facilitating - it's not about giving all the answers.

SoSo very often I see coaches and trainers just giving their clients masses of instruction - do this, 
do that,  don't do that ,turn your foot this way, turn you head up this way, and I kind of think that’s 
acceptable at times, but:

Can that client comprehend those 33 things that they just been given and two, long term are they 
getting anything out of it?

They are just being given the answers so what we need to do as coaches is to say less and 
choose our words carefully. 
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Our World-class Mentorship Programme delivers comprehensive in-depth knowledge in all 
things Strength & conditioning over 26 online modules.

The flexible distance learning style enables you to upskill and become qualified as an S&C coach 
as a complementary process to your existing role and/or studies.

AAlong with the outstanding learning materials you’ll be personally mentored by an experienced 
elite coach working at the top level right now.  Theses coaches have hundreds of people asking 
them for mentoring and support every week and they are just not accessible outside of our exc-
lusive network.

You can also attend out live 3 day intesive coaching event, where you’ll be immersed in a high per-
formance sport environment where you’ll spend each day with top quality coaches, learning by 
doing.

Our closed facebook group is amazing for networking, with students arranging meeting with their 
peers, mentors, providing help and advice to one another and even gaining internship placement 
and shadowing iopportunities on a regular basis. 

To learn more go to: www.strengthandconditioningmentorship.com

The Accelerated Development Mentorship
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Do you want to develop your S&C knowledge 
and become part of a World class network that 
will create opportunities and build your future?

Speak with us about our
 Accelerated Development Programme
 and take things to the next level:

www.strengthandconditioningmentorship.com
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